
The reasons people use Tarot

Why Tarot



Understanding the Querent



Why use Tarot

For as many different users there are an equal number of reasons people 
use TArot. 

For some Tarot helps them to access the deeper parts of self through 
meditative and daily use.

For others Tarot is a gateway through which they may access an 
intelligence greater than their own. And still there are others that use 
Tarot to show them what the future holds. 

For whatever reason a person may use Tarot the one commonality is that 
they all use it as a tool to target and direct their energies more 
accurately.



The Three most common reasons 
people use Tarot

Self discovery

Divination

Guidance



Self Discovery
Every human being on this planet wishes to know themselves on a deeper 

level. It is my belief that this comes from the desire to act in alignment with 
one’s own purpose as well as to create a clear pathway for growth and 

development. When a person is on the journey of self-discovery they will 
often begin with questions that will assist in defining the parameters and 

true essence of self and personality.
 

Self-Discovery Asks
Am I  

Should I
Why do I

What is best for me 



A note on self discovery
When using Tarot For self discovery, The Fool’s journey is a good place to 

start as it describes the seekers ascention up the spiral of advancing human 
consciousness through experience.

Each card in the Major and Minor Arcana has its own singular story that can 
be used as a metaphor for experiences and stages in life.



Divination
When Tarot is used for divination most people have some very specific questions 
that they are seeking answers for. It is a lot less broad as compared to when 
people are using the cards for self-discovery. 

Divination Asks
When

If 
Will

Divination is probably the most popular use for Tarot cards. From historical times 
up to modern day, the cards have been in continuous use by people of every 

social class. The desire to know what is over the horizon, to see and identify the 
unknown and decode the cypher of the future, is as part of human nature as the 

desire for love, acceptance and understanding. 



A note on accuracy
I advise telling your clients that while you work to be as accurate as possible, 

reading the cards is looking into
 likelihoods as opposed to absolutes and therefore any information brought 

forward should be taken as guidance only.

 Divination is something that must be worked with carefully. Whether you 
are reading for yourself or another person, bear in mind that everything you 
say will have an impact on the person hearing your words. I believe that it is 

very important to let the client know, and also to remember for you, that 
nothing is set in stone. 

People will always want certainty, but let’s face it… sometimes no matter how 
good you are, some things not even you will be able to see everything.



Guidance
Just as the other common reasons for people to have their cards read, guidance 
is at the root of pretty much every spread you will do. When facing tough 
decisions or difficult circumstance people want guidance that will help them to 
cope or navigate. When they are about to enter into a new phase of life you will 
also find people wanting guidance.

Guidance Asks
What
When 
How



A note about guidance
Be honest and deliver whatever messages received to your querent with gentility 
and respect. It’s important that you always deliver the truth even if it is not what 

the quitrent wants to hear. 

You should remember that almost everyone will tell you they want the truth 
when you read for them, however, most people only want the happy portion of 

the truth, none the less you would do well to 
remain impartial and provide things exactly as you read them. 

It won’t always be easy to deliver a message that doesn’t fit in with what the 
client would prefer. 



Review

3 Main Reasons

● Self discovery

● Divingation
● Guidance

Key concepts

Many people choose to use 
Tarot because of its 
acknowledgement of the 
dualistic nature of life.

Tarot allows a person to 
gain guidance from a 
balanced perspective. Both 
the positive and negative 
are represented in a Tarot 
reading. 

Ultimately, people use Tarot 
for guidance, finding 
direction through the 
archetypes that are 
represented in each of the 
78 cards.





History

The Tarot Timeline



Where it all began



Where it all began

The roots of Tarot go back farther than what many people have been lead to 
believe. 

Like many other things steeped in occult tradition, there is a lot of 
misinformation, misunderstanding and sometimes even out right fabrications 
as it concerns the origin, and use of Tarot cards.

Because there is so much that is unknown or kept secret about Tarot it  is easy 
for those misconceptions to continue; people unknowingly passing myths and 
untruths down the generations.

The history of Tarot is an important part of your journey because when you 
connect in with the past, you can understand the present in a more intimate 
way. 



Tang Dynasty Playing Card
618 AD to 907 AD 

 
The earliest form of playing cards date all the way back to the Tang 
Dynasty of 618 AD to 907 AD these early versions of playing cards were 
filled with cultural references and myths that were relevant in their day.

Many historians believe that these cards, though they were used for 
games were the predecessors of Tarot. There are legends that say the 
concubines in the emperor's court would entertain themselves with using 
the cards to divine the futures for themselves and other important 
personages in the royal house.



Over time the traders of Asia brought the cards 
to the Islamic countries of the Middle East as 
well as to Egypt. Several historians believe that 
it was the Mamluk Empire of Egypt that 
created a set of playing cards with four suits 
similar to the ones we see in modern playing 
cards as well as Tarot.

These were the 
Cups, Polo Sticks, Coins and finally swords. 
Moving forward, once again thanks to traders 
and merchants we see the cards continue their 
journey. It’s thought that approximately in the 
1370’s the Egyptian cards conceived by the 
Mamluk aristocracy made their way into 
Europe. 

The Mamluk Empire 



Visconti Sforza Tarocchi

The Tarocchi Players
Fresco in the Casa Borromeo, Milan, Italy

15th Century

Later in 1440 the earliest example of Tarot 
cards was to surface in the same structure that 
we are familiar with today. 

During the Italian renaissance came the 
emergence of the Tarot consisting of the 78 
cards segmented into the Major and Minor 
Arcana are the earliest on record known by 
modern historians to date. 

It is worth noting that one of most famous 
decks from that point in history was owned by 
the very wealthy Duke of Milan in Italy. He 
commissioned what is known as the Visconti 
Sforza Tarocchi cards. 



King Edward the 4th

1450 - 1500 The church outlaws the use of 
playing cards and dice

In the 15th century King Edward the 4th of 
England prohibited the importation of Tarot 
cards into England. 

In 1589 The Spanish Inquisition visits Venice 
deeming Tarot a form of witchcraft





Knave of Coins

Knave of coins from the 
oldest known European 
deck (c.1390–1410).

Page of Coins
Page of coins as illustrated 
by Pamela Coleman Smith 
in the Rider - Waite - Smith 
deck 1909



Visconti-Sforza 
tarot

Tarot De Marseille Rider Waite Smith 
Tarot 



Visconti-Sforza 
tarot

Rider Waite Smith 
Tarot 

The Siran Starseed 
Tarot 



Review

Important Dates

● 618 AD to 907 AD 
Earliest form of playing 
cards from the Tang 
Dynasty 

● 1370’s Playing Cards 
emerge in Europe

● 1440’s Earliest form of 
Tarot cards Visconti 
Sforza Tarocchi  

● Card games, dice and 
gambling become 
illegal in the 1500’s

Key Concepts

Much of the reason that 
Tarot has earned such an 
infamous reputation is 
because of the perception 
that it was a form of 
witchcraft.  

The Spanish Inquisition 
relegated all things 
related to vice and 
especially of an occult 
nature  to works of evil.

Nonetheless, Tarot persisted 
despite the efforts to 
suppress it. 

People from all over the 
world and throughout 
history are attracted to 
Tarot because it offers a 
way to connect to deeper 
parts of self as well as 
another way to access the 
guidance of the divine.





History

Famous personalities
in tarot



Who are they

Creators and practitioners that 
paved the way



Template

Tarot’s history is long and it’s future is continuously unfolding 
and you are part of the ever expanding list of names that makes 
Tarot timeless.

The creators, artists and practitioners that have come before you 
have much wisdom to impart and learning about their lives and 
contributions is an absolutely vital component in your journey 
of practice.

These are only a few of the most famous names in the Tarot world 
and I encourage you to get to know them because now you are 
connected in the ever widening circle of Tarot practitioners.



John Dee
Vital Statistics

● Born - July 13, 1527
● Died in 1608 or 1609
● Astrologer
● Angel Communication
● Alchemy
● Divination Hermetic 

Philosophy

Famous for

Dr. John Dee was most famous for 
advising Queen Elizabeth 1 
through the use of Astrology and 
Tarot.



John Dee Contributions to Tarot

John Dee contributed much to the 
world of metaphysics and occult.

 He also was famous for creating 
one of England's largest libraries. 

He was a staunch advocate of 
England's expansion of the the 
British Empire and it was through 
these strongly held convictions 
that he used Tarot as one of the 
many tools to advise Queen 
Elizabeth the 1. 

John Dee was said to have used the 
cards to summon Angels



Jean-Baptiste Alliette Vital Statistics

● Born August 28th 1738
● Died December 12th 1791
● Author
● Tarot Occultist

Contributions to Tarot

Jean- Baptiste Alliette commonly 
know by the pseudonym Etteilla 
was the first person to popularize 
Tarot for divination to larger 
audiences. 

He was also the first known 
professional occultist to use 
Tarot to make a living.



Jean-Baptiste Alliette Contributions to Tarot

Etteilla, wrote a discourse ou 
manière de se récréer avec un jeu 
de cartes which translates 
loosely to “way of recreation with 
a deck of cards.” ). 

It features included the "spread", 
or disposition on the table, and 
strictly assigned meanings to each 
card both in regular and in 
reversed positions, characteristics 
that are still central to tarot 
divination today

 



Éliphas Lévi Vital Statistics

● Born February 8, 1810 
● Died May 31, 1875
● Author
● Ceremonial Magician

Contribution to Tarot

Levi’s blend of ceremonial magic, 
alchemy, Kabbalah and Tarot, 
based on the 16th century 
Christian Cabala of Athanasius 
Kircher, became the new standard 
teachings for European esoteric 
and magical studies. 



Éliphas Lévi Contributions to Tarot

Levi Associated each of the Major 
Arcana with a letter of the 
Hebrew alphabet placing them on 
the Kabbalistic Tree of Life. 

Éliphas’s belief that the four 
Hebrew letters of God’s name are 
supreme words of power were 
cited in the complete system of 
Tarot correspondences. 

When Levi’s concepts traveled 
across the English Channel  they 
were adopted and adapted by the 
Golden Dawn. 



Éliphas Lévi Contributions to Tarot

This became the foundations of 
esoteric tarot in the modern 
English-speaking world. 

Levi’s Hebrew letter 
correspondences can be observed 
on many modern decks such as the 
Knapp-Hall, Oswald Wirth, 
Universal Dali, and Tarot of the 
Ages.



Arthur Edward Waite Vital Statistics

● Born Oct. 2nd 1857
● Died May 19th 1942
● Author 
● Scholarly Mystic
● Co-creator of the Rider Waite 

Tarot

Contributions to Tarot

Waite was also the co-creator of the 
ever popular Rider-Waite Tarot deck 
and author of its companion book, 
the Key to the Tarot. 

Later in the next year, 1911 it was 
published in an expanded version an 
retitled, the Pictorial Key to the 
Tarot, a guide to Tarot reading. 



Arthur Edward Waite Contributions to Tarot

The Rider-Waite-Smith tarot was 
acknowledged  for being one of 
the first tarot decks to have all 78 
cards fully illustrated not only 
the 22 major arcana cards. 

It is known that the inspiration 
for this deck was partly provided 
by Sola-Busca Tarot (Northern 
Italy, 1491), the first and only fully 
illustrated Tarot deck up to the 
time of publication of the 
Rider-Waite Tarot.



Pamela Colman Smith Vital Statistics

● Born February 16, 1878
● Died September 18, 1951
● Artist 
● Commercial Illustrator

Contributions to Tarot

In 1901, Colman Smith joined the 
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, a 
British occult society. Here she met 
Arthur Edward Waite, with whom she 
co-created the Rider-Waite-Smith 
Tarot

Smith completed the art for the deck 
in the six months between April and 
October 1909. This is a short period of 
time for an artist to complete some 80 
pictures



Pamela Colman Smith Contributions to Tarot

Colman Smith was largely left to her 
own devices in terms of the card 
illustrations, particularly the minors. 
She was the first person to illustrate 
the cups, pentacles, wands and swords 
with actual scenes of their own. 

With all of this, you would think 
Pamela Colman Smith would be a 
widely-celebrated person. Shockingly, 
she received barely any money at all – 
little payment and no royalties – for 
the Rider-Waite-Smith tarot deck, 
whilst Waite naturally enjoyed fame 
and financial comfort. 



Pamela Colman Smith Contributions to Tarot

She made various attempts to make 
money throughout her life but none 
succeeded. In 1918 she moved to 
Cornwall, and little is known about 
her from this point onwards. She died 
penniless 1951.



Aleister Crowley Vital Statistics

● Born October 12, 1875
● Died Dec 1, 1947
● Author
● Occultist
● Co-creator of the Thoth Tarot
● Known as The Wickedest Man in 

the World
● Founded the religion Thelema, 

which became adopted by the 
Ordo Templis Orientis

Contribution to Tarot

Crowley co-created the Thoth 
deck with Lady Frieda Harris who 
was the Artist behind the beautiful 
depictions in the deck.



Aleister Crowley Contribution to Tarot

Crowley intended the deck to be a 
six-month project aimed at updating the 
traditional pictorial symbolism of the 
tarot. However, publication was  in 1969 by 
Ordo Templi Orientis.

The illustrations of the deck feature 
symbolism based upon Crowley's 
incorporation of imagery from many 
disparate disciplines, including science and 
philosophy and various occult systems (as 
described in detail in his Book of Thoth).

Crowley renamed several of the trumps, 
and also re-arranged the astrological 
and Hebrew alphabet correspondences of 
some cards, in accordance with his earlier 
book, Liber AL vel Legis (The Book of the Law)
 



Lady Frieda Harris
Vital Statistics

● Born 1877 in  London, England
● Died may 11 1962
● Artist
● Occultist
● Designer of the Thoth Tarot 

deck

Contribution to Tarot

Lady Harris was the artist and 
Co-creator of the Thoth Tarot.  
When Aleister chose her she was 6o 
years old. 



Lady Frieda Harris Contribution to Tarot

In the beginning Crowley intended 
the Thoth Tarot to be formatted 
more traditionally but Harris 
encouraged him to commit his 
occult, magical, spiritual and 
scientific views to the project.

Unlike Pamela Coleman Smith, Harris 
ws paid a weekly stipend for her 
work.

Additionally it was through her 
society contacts LAdy Harris was 
able to secure funding for the 
publication of the deck. 



Lady Frieda Harris Contribution to Tarot

This made Crowley nervous about his 
ownership of the deck and he quickly 
secured a Lawyer to protect his 66% 
investment in the project.

Working tirelessly from Crowley’s notes 
and sketches, she was known to have 
repainted a single card as many as 8 times 
to satisfy him.

At the beginning of the project Harris 
was a magical novice  but said she said she 
felt impelled by her Holy Guardian Angel 
to create images

that most accurately conveyed the 
deepest magical and spiritual meaning of 
each card.



Review



Review
Major 
Contributors

● John Dee

● Jean-Baptiste Alliette

● Éliphas Lévi

● Arthur Edward Waite

● Pamela Colman Smith

● Aleister Crowley

● Lady Frieda Harris

Key Concepts

Tarot’s history owes its longevity in no small part to 
the personalities that helped shape how we use Tarot 
today.

The creators, practitioners, artists and authors have 
all brought their unique touch to this uncanny tool 
of Divination and self discovery. 

Each of the people discussed today are but a very few 
of the countless practitioners and creators that 
contribute to the ever widening expanse of the Tarot 
world. How will you leave your mark?





Choosing the Right Tool

Tarot vs. Oracle



the Differences

Tarot and Oracle have 
less in common than 
you might think.



About The Cards

Cards are cards right? 
Well not really. 

Some people think of Oracle and Tarot as 
basically the same thing, after all they are both 
cards and they are both used for divination right? 

Let’s dig in and look at the differences!



Tarot cards
Structure

The cards meanings will always remain 
the same from deck to deck so long as 
it is patterned after the 
Rider- Waite deck or the Thoth deck.

Tarot is highly structured and 
consistently organized.



● Each suit consists of 10 number 
cards and 4 court cards. 

● There is always 78 cards in a 
tarot deck

● 22 major arcana 56 minor arcana
The Minor Arcana is segmented 
into four suites.

Structure

● The numbered cards depict the 
number of objects that correspond to 
the number of the card. 



●  The numbered cards may or may not 
depict human beings.

Design

● The Tarot should always include the 22 
cards of the Major Arcana despite the 
artistic design of the cards

● will in some way represent the 4 
elements.

● Accompanying symbols within the 
cards which will help you understand 
the mood and the mode of each card.



● Some decks include a leaflet or small 
booklet for support but generally don't 
offer significant user support

● When a card has a person in it note the 
number of people, gender, and position. 

● You can use the cards in spreads and or 
as a single card and there will always be 
a depth of meanings

● The back of tarot cards should be neutral. 
You shouldn't be able to tell if the card 
will be upright or inverted befor it’s 
revealed.

● Cards will usually have the title only

Utility



Oracle cards



Oracle cards

Structure

Oracle Cards are more free flowing. 
Therefore there are many different styles 
and formats under which cards can be 

categorized as oracle. 



● There is generally no hierarchy. However 
sometimes there is and if there is a 
hierarchy, be sure to learn and understand 
the purpose of it

● There is no specific number of cards a deck 
should or shouldn’t contain.

● Oracle decks can consist of any theme, 
style or suggested method of use.

● There are no cards that must be present in 
an oracle deck.

Structure



● They do not need to be used in a spread.

Design
● The backs of the cards can often have an 

obvious orientation for right side up and 
upside down

● Cards usually have text on them to help 
the user understand the card, or to inspire 
some direction or feeling in the user.

● Cards aren’t necessarily numbered. 
If the card has numbering see if it has a 
specific meaning for that deck.

● Decks are often themed 

● Decks often come with booklets that are 
oriented to the use of that specific deck



● Though they can be used for divination 
they are somewhat limited based on 
the theme, structure and design of the 
cards.

● Most oracle decks are better used for 
guidance as opposed to divination. 



Review

Main 
Differences
● Structure

● Number of Cards
● Text on the Card
● Numbering system

Core concepts

Tarot Cards are mainly used by 
people practicing any form of 
divination.

Some people use Tarot for self 
dicovery

Tarot is often used to attain 
guidance and insight for future 
events.

Oracle cards are best used for 
daily guidance

They usually have an action or 
guidance for the user

They aren’t as suited to divination 
but can be sed for it to a limited 
degree
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